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Central issue of the paper
How popular uses of the past relate to historical 
consciousness: 
Opportunities and limits of giving meaning to the 
past through popular genres in the context of 
(history) education
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Historical culture & historical consciousness are two 
sides of the same coin. In his view historical culture 
is part of the umbrella concept “historical 
consciousness in society”
Why ‘Historical Culture’?
Sources of inspiration
hy ‘Historical Culture’?
Sources of inspiration
EUR: Historical culture is an umbrella concept of 
how societies deal with the past
Historical culture embraces three levels of 
analysis:
1. Historical representations
2. Mnemonic infrastructure
3. Conceptions of history
(Grever, 2009; Grever & Adriaansen, 2017)
HISTORICAL CULTURE
1. Historical representations: narratives about the past 
concerning people, social movements, wars and revolutions
in myths, stories, exhibits, media, material traces … etc.
2. Mnemonic infrastructure: formal and informal
organisation of dealing with the past, e.g. schools, museums, 
national commemorations and other institutions that fashion
past-relationships …etc.
3. Conceptions of history: views on past-present-future
related to progress, decline, eschatology, nostalgia, the 
emergence of historical consciousness in society …etc.
Academic and popular articulations
Material and immaterial culture
Texts and non-textual sources
Who are we? Who are we? 
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Research question: to what extend is a critical 
approach of historical thinking in heritage education 
projects possible?
Public call for “common (national) history”, “our 
heritage” (canon of national history)
Practice: many existing heritage education 
projects in the Netherlands (schools, museums)
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Why this research?
1. Long-term impact of large-scale (traumatic) violence on 
communities. 
2. Wars are a topic of many popular genres with immense 
audiences (tourist sector). 
3. Visitors are lured with the (impossible) promise to 
experience a direct contact with the past. 
EXPERIENCE: "FEELING IT IS KNOWING IT"EXPERIENCE: "FEELING IT IS KNOWING IT"
Ph. Stone & R. Sharply (2008)
Biran, Poria & Oren (2011)
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Popular Culture and European Heritage of Major Armed Conflicts 
Research question
• How are sensitive pasts of modern wars represented 
in popular culture? (Representation)
• How do people give meaning to these popular 
representations? (Appropriation)
• What are the consequences for critical understanding? 
(Historical consciousness) 
Historical Consciousness (Clark & Grever, in International 
Handbook of History Teaching and Learning, 2018)
Theoretical approach 
Growing awareness of the differences between past, 
present and future in society, which transformed 
historiography; historical time (Koselleck)
Gadamer: historical consciousness is a hermeneutic-
ontological category
Educational approach 
Models useful for empirical research and practices of 
history teaching (Rüsen; Pandel; Seixas). 
Körber: historical consciousness is a competence, a 
cognitive category
We study re-enactments, movies, hiking routes, 
video games and other playful genres. 
Pieter van den Heede: “Games set in war-devastated European (urban) 
landscapes”. See also P. Van den Heede, J. Jansz & K. Ribbens, “Replaying 
today’s wars?”, Journal of Politics, Culture and Society 2017.
War Video Games: a scene from Call of Duty 3ar Video Games: a scene from Call of Duty 3
Research Eva Kingsepp (2006), Immersive Historicity in World War II 
Digital Games, in: HUMAN IT No. 8.2 2006
Lise Zurné: "Performing urban pasts: 
historical reenactments with sensitive 
heritage“. The “Thrill” of a Tank Ride
Action Packed and Fun Day 
Out For All The Family
Take A Step Back In Time and 
See History Brought To Life ! 
Siri Driessen: "Visiting war sites and cemeteries" 
Siri Driessen, Maria Grever & Stijn Reijnders, “Lessons of war. The significance 
of visits to historical war sites for the Dutch military” (article submitted)
Quote of a 35-year Dutch Captain:
"What is equally important is that you are confronted with 
reality. Like ‘Okay, what I decide will cause real losses, it will 
really cause casualties’. This makes it very serious, and makes 
you realize that the things you decide need to be really clever.
It allows you to consider that, you know, real people stood 
here in the woods, and they were really bombed with all this 
artillery". (© Research Siri Driessen)
The impact of physical experiences of reenactments
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